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EDITORIAL

Introductory  Commentary  to  Special  Issue:  Inter-professional
Approaches in Forensic Practice

The field of forensic science applies science to the field of law often within a public format. Forensic scientists collect,
preserve, and analyze scientific evidence during the course of an investigation, which often occurs while examining and
then treating a patient in an acute or primary care setting.

Nurses  and  physicians  who  are  forensic  scientists  apply  forensic  principles  to  the  treatment  of  trauma,  abuse,  and
neglect to those who are living and dead. This issue developed from a commitment to address many facets of forensic
practice highlight some of the complex issues encountered.

The eight articles in this issue written by nurses, physicians, and attorneys reflect diverse areas of interest in the field of
forensic science and deal with many facets of forensic science such as education of clinician, specific types of abuse of
adults and children to the ethical issues faced in the use of postmortem specimens used in tissue research and to aspects
of what a medicolegal death investigation involves and how to make the processes better. The topics are diverse and
relevant to today’s forensic practitioner.

The article on human trafficking comes from the perspective of attorneys who are experts in the legal system and deal
with the victims as well. The article shows how local and national policies affect what happens to those who are the
victims as well as the perpetrators – and identifies gaps within the current policies while offering solutions to fill the
gap.

There are  four  articles  that  address  clinical  aspects  of  abuse (elder,  sexual  and medical  abuse,  otherwise known as
Munchausen syndrome, and identification of anatomy findings that are essential in identifying child sexual abuse). Each
article addresses approaches for clinicians to improve care to victims through the identification of a problem, and then
offers ways to treat the identified problem.

Each  medically  based  article  deals  with  various  aspects  of  identification  of  problem,  collection  of  evidence,
documentation of data in a way that can be used for legal proceedings, and treatment of the condition brought on by
trauma or abuse.

The article on online programs in Forensic Nursing Science describes a master’s level program to educate nurses who
want to develop more expertise in the area of forensic nursing. Forensic nursing is a burgeoning field where nurses
learn the complexities of forensic science that intersects with nursing practice in the delivery of healthcare in a complex
system.

Two articles  discuss  the  practical  aspects  encountered  within  the  medicolegal  death  investigation  setting.  The  first
article describes the development and implementation of case management system and how case management processes
can be adapted to improve essential outcomes.

The second article captures the ethical  aspects of using postmortem tissues for the purpose of research.  The article
highlights how a systemic approach can facilitate tissue research.

The purpose of this issue is to offer the reader a wide range of issues that are all part of forensic practice. The readers of
each article should gain a broader perspective of the varied ways in which nurses and physicians work to strengthen all
areas of forensic science.
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Finally,  we  wish  to  thank  our  colleagues  who  shared  their  knowledge  and  expertise  about  the  practical  aspects  of
forensic science.
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